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By Simon West-Bulford

Medallion Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Beasts of Upton Puddle, Simon
West-Bulford, Bringing the mythological world into a modern setting and introducing young adult
readers to a variety of strange monsters, this fantasy novel follows 12-year-old Joe Copper on his
quest to save humankind. When Joe is hired by the eccentric Mrs Merrynether as an errand boy at
her remarkable veterinary practice -- a hidden refuge for a menagerie of creatures that should only
exist in dreams and legend -- he soon learns that she has a startling plan for his future: he is
destined to command an army of beasts to protect humanity from the Conclave -- a brutal council
of dragons hiding on a distant island. But Joe is plunged into his new role prematurely when the
callous tycoon Argoyle Redwar, who has a secret menagerie of his own, tricks Mrs Merrynether into
revealing the location of the island. Overcoming his fears, the school bully, and an escaped creature
on the loose in his own village, Joe races to the island to stop Redwar from provoking the dragons
to war. He takes the most bizarre team imaginable: Lilly, the surly alcoholic cluricaun; Danariel, the
seraph...
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It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gianni Hoppe-- Gianni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alford Kihn-- Alford Kihn
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